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The members of Campus Security Unit (UKK) of IPB are expected to become the frontline guard in providing security to the academic communities and guests who visit IPB. Therefore it can not be denied that the unit holds a big role and responsibility.

IPB Rector, Prof. Dr. Herry Suhardiyanto, M.Sc., expressed this when opening the training of IPB security unit that was organized by the Directorate of Human Resources (HR) IPB on Monday (9/7) in the Senate Meeting Room, Rectorate Building of Andi Hakim Nasoetion, Darmaga Campus of IPB Bogor. This training invited speakers and instructors from the police of RI.

"We have to acknowledge that the Security Unit of IPB faces quite hard challenges. When others are enjoying a night's rest, they are actually on duty to secure the campus area of 278 hectares. Therefore, by improving skills and competencies through this training, security must continue to improve and ensure that IPB is always secured," said Rector.

Director of Human Resources IPB, Erlin Trisyulianti, S.TP, M.Sc., says that this training is taken by three groups of security guards. Each group consists of 98-100 people. The training schedule is adjusted to the working shift in the Unit. "The trainings that we have done so far are considered quite effective. Therefore, this year we are again training in two ways, namely in-house training and outbound training. Specifically this year training is to invite the police officers as resource persons so that the security guards will be able to guard IPB better," she explained.

This event, held from 07.00 am, was started with stick gymnastics and marching rules led by Aiptu Sujadi, and followed by the presentation of "Modern Security Management" by Major General (Ret.) dr. H. Hadiman, "Techniques of Inquiry and Investigation to Reveal Cases" by Aiptu Dede Heryadi, and "Introduction to Firearms" by Aiptu Tri Rahmono. (Mtd)